It is perhaps a natural progression, given the field's continuing maturity, that researchers from domains outside of what we might we associate with classical MOF chemistry are starting to contribute. Articles on the non-linear optical properties of MOF-dye composites (Qian, DOI: 10.1039/C5DT03466C), screening of linker candidates under large deformations (Greaney, DOI: 10.1039/ C5DT03511B), the application of counting theory and rigidity rules to MOFs (Marmier, DOI: 10.1039/C5DT03586D) and application of soft matter modelling techniques such as coarse-grained simulations (Schmid, DOI: 10.1039/ C5DT03865K) are fitting testament to our continuing ability to explore this rich and diverse field.
Whilst it has ultimately proved impossible to mention all of the included research papers here, we encourage you to discover their diversity, excellence and novelty by reading this themed collection. Of course, none of this would be possible without the efforts and contributions of our colleagues, in both submitting and reviewing the papers presented here. We also want to thank all participants to the CECAM Workshop on Finally, we would like to extend our sincere thanks to the staff at Dalton Transactions, and in particular Guy Jones and Laurent Mathey, for their dedication, enthusiasm and hard work in bringing together this issue.
